




The city of London hosted 16 of those events. First in 1996. The latest 
one in June of 2019. When a Mozambican man climbed inside the wheel 
well of an aircraft –– a Boeing 787 Dreamliner –– and flew from Kenya’s 
Jomo Kenyatta International Airport to London Heathrow.

As Richard Bentley pointed out in his documentary The Man Who Fell 
From The Sky (2020), the headline seemed to have gotten lost amongst 
the many migration stories. Leaving the public feeling nonplus vis a vis 
its incidence. Too many times, the news flashed and by noon the news 
had receded to the background and life already taken back its course. 
Except of course, for the people most impacted.

Breaking NEWS tells their story. Three characters directly connected 
to the fallen man:  Bacardi, a boy and first witness, the fallen man’s 
immediate family, and a Mozambican mine worker embarking on 
his own journey to Heathrow. Three perspectives, married into one 
empowering story of survival, faithfulness and deep empathy.

These cases aren’t freak occurrences. They occur every few years yet 
they have never truly been explored on film. Perhaps because they’re 
too close to home. But the individuals who have suffered and lost the 
most deserve their stories told. In this age of information, I think it’s 
the role of any artist to address the top stories shaping our world and 
to provide a human and sensitive lens thru witch to view them. So we 
may have a clearer idea of their reasons and be equipped with the tools 
to interpret and empathize.

For creative reasons I took the liberty of combining the details of 
different cases into one story. So we may explore thru poetic symbolism 
the many relatable themes of Grief, Mental Health, Family and Human 
Ambition. 

Please refer to the Financial Plan (Page 59) for insights on how we aim 
to realize this ambitious and thought provoking project.

INTRO
128 people around the world 
attempted the journey. 

Only 24 survived.









APPROACH

Always full-hearted and dangerous, catchy and strange, scary and 
alluring, simultaneously mainstream and on the fringe. It’s by combining 
opposites that curiosity, engagements and tension arises. We are 
unapologetically elevating what’s interesting and thought-provoking.

Thru textures. Lighting. And by casting distinct faces. We expose reality 
in a way that guns straight to the human heart. With life-changing 
decisions, complex issues we can not control and the many ways others’ 
decisions influence our immediate reality.

The impactful 10 minute film features little dialogue and is made of 
short, expressive scenes working towards creating a gateway into the 
lives of the people most affected. 

We want the narrative to take place inside the viewer’s mind. So that 
the storyline not only grows on screen but inside the psyche of the 
audience. An example of how to achieve this:

The exposition of the stowaway’s journey, from hiding in the wheel well 
to being ejected upon the plane’s gearing down for landing, will be 
disclosed gradually. Key scenes and glimpses of dialogs will help paint 
a general picture of the incident. But it’s not until the very last scene 
that we complete the puzzle and reveal the portrait of a courageous 
man fleeing a desperation situation.

My love of cinema resolves around capturing genuine moments and 
looking for strength in simplicity. Though we are treating a shocking 
subject, the film finds its heart in sweet moments at unexpected times. 
For instance when Bacardi is being interrogated by police investigators, 
and one lays his hand on his shoulder, offering his sympathy thru a 
simple, symbolic gesture. 

Aesthetically pleasing and modern in form, from shooting on multiple 
formats to smartphone montages re breaking the news on social media, 
the film feels innovative and contemporary.

We are manipulating the mind on film. The narrative is designed to dramatize life 
in such a compelling way that you never see the ideas coming and don’t realize 
until much later how profoundly the film has reached your heart. 



MEET OUR TEAM

Xavier Damase   |   Writer & Director 
Xavier Damase is a Montréal-born, London based filmmaker. Having directed renowned music 
films for UK’s top artists, such as Grammy Award winner Koffee and Mercury prize winner 
J Hus, his high spirit-drenched work spans a wide range of genres and has been praised by 
more than four hundred million viewers worldwide.

email: xavierdamase@gmail.com | phone #: 07585 824260 | w: xavierdamase.com
IMDb (link)

Karol Jurga   |   Cinematographer

Karol Jurga is an alumni of the prestigeous National Film School in Łódz. Since moving to the UK, 
Karol has worked on a number of award winning short films (Inherent Noise, Woman Walking), 
promos and commercials. He has since established himself as one of the most exciting talents 
working in the industry.

w: karoljurga.com
IMDb (link)

Femi Anderson   |   Producer

Femi Anderson is a British-German film producer who has etched his presence into the 
industry by approaching his craft in an assiduous manner. Seizing on small openings by 
working from the ground up, Femi now produces stunning films at Agile Films and has seen 
several of his work garner such recognition as Vimeo Staff Picks and UKMVA nominations. 

email: femianderson@me.com | phone #: 07792 302062

Rob Akin   |   Line Producer

Rob gained experience on a wide range of film productions and his honest work soon paid 
dividends, establishing him as a highly touted, signed director and now resident filmmaker at 
Somerset House. As a Director, Producer, and Editor, Rob represents the new wave of filmmakers 
who break down their own doorways, producing music videos and live performances for such 
artists as Jorja Smith, and this year’s Mercury Prize winner Arlo Parks. 

w: robakin.agilefilms.com

Amy Dang   |   Editor

Amy Dang graduated from Central Saint Martins with a BA (Hons) in Graphic Design and a 
Masters degree in Ethnographyic and Documentary Filmmaking. Since, she has sharpened 
her tools working as an editor on a wide variety of subjects, ranging from documentary to 
fashion films. She presently works as the creative assistant at Odeley Films. 

w: amydang.com

https://www.imdb.com/name/nm11169722/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm4061826/
https://agilefilms.com/directors/music-videos/rob-akin/
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AND WE’RE LIVE







The Breaking News: An anonymous man fell thousands of feet from the 
underbelly of a plane into one of the wealthiest post codes in London. In 
Windermere House, three meters away from a young Londoner on his 
way to school. 

The film opens with the event and directly addresses the ways the fallen 
man’s arrival in London has shaken the community, and more specifically 
BACARDI, a ten years old boy.

By opening with an impactful montage broadcasting the news, the film 
immediately throws the viewer in the aftermath of the incident –– with 
Bacardi watching the forensic specialists close off the crime scene, to 
dozing off in class, experiencing powerful flash backs and connecting 
with his Mother. Through the progression of his arc, these scenes paint 
an eloquent portrait of Bacardi, but also aspire to get at the universal 
sentiment of seeking to make sense of an unjust world. 

Thru a visit from two police investigators at his home, we learn the 
man miraculously survived the fall and is currently recovering at St-
Thomas hospital. After Bacardi experiences a harrowing dream, he feels 
compelled to visit the man at the hospital.

Drenched in the cold light of London and with the intimidating specter 
of an uncertain future, the film takes an unexpected turn and cuts to the 
HEART of the story. 







The bright sun of South Africa shines over Soweto, a busy township south 
of Johannesburg. 

We’re inside the fallen man’s kitchen with his wife and daughter. The 
mother has an argument with a Mozambican man in his 30s, Julius. Both 
are painfully stuck in an in between moment of incertitude, wariness and 
anxiety. As neither are yet privy to the husband, the father and friend’s 
survival. 

Equally perplexed and unable to edify the family out of in their turmoil, 
we learn Julius has his own troubles at work and in life. Thru being 
oppressed by co workers, to killing time until sundown because he has 
no where else to be. 

These scenes gently build upon one another, leading the narrative to an 
emotional catharsis when, the next morning: we watch Julius pack a 
rucksack with bread, a bottle of water and a pair of trainers.

Following in the footsteps of the miracle man, Julius makes his way onto 
the runway of an airport, and climbs inside the wheel well of an aircraft.

At 7.35am local time. South African Airways flight 296 leaves 
Johannesburg’s International Airport on its way to London Heathrow. 

SOWETO





With every story of migration lies a story of survival 
and of a dream for a better life.













As an ongoing issue that strikes at the heart of the news cycle, I can’t stress enough how 
committed I am to treating the subject matter sensibly. There lies a universal message in 
the film. One I intend to respect and uphold. As it is with the utmost empathy for the one’s 
impacted that I hope to tell this story.

My main intention with Breaking News is to sensitize the viewer to the implications at stake. 
It is to provide a clear and informative lens thru which to process these events. By immersing 
ourselves fully in the lives and consciousness of the characters. The film finds and highlights 
the deeply rooted humanity at the core of the event.

I’ve built on my own set of anxieties to tap into the incredible reality of the event. I’ve had 
a very particular and bizarre experience of growing up in New York City, where every low 
flying plane makes you wonder… raises doubts and makes you question …… Is this the 
beginning of a new story? This realization prodfoundly shaped my point of view, influenced 
my judgement, and intrinsically lead me to this story of planes, injustice and human ambition. 

Deliberately paced, the film explores the incident from multiple perspectives. While rooted in 
details, and echoing the real stories. The narrative evolves and draws a wholistic picture of 
the event. We’re documenting each moment with absolute care and precision. And allowing 
suspense to build and to crescendo in a cathartic finale. 

Indeed, the viewer will be taken along on a journey and lead to ponder about its cyclical and 
heart-rending ending. The film opens and closes with a shot of the sky charged with the 
domineering roar of an aircraft. This parallel pulls in the audience and tells them an explicit 
message: stow aways are a current incident. So what are we going to do about it?



CLICK HERE TO LISTEN TO MUSIC THAT INSPIRED THE TONE OF BREAKING NEWS

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/7pkxauCp2pHjOl35kNZzfz?si=73ced7a70eb44593


ON WHEEL WELLS
At every stage, stowing away in the wheel well of a passenger jet is 
a dangerous mission to undertake. The stowaway may fall out of the 
plane as it is taking off, as happened to 14-year-old Keith Sapsford in 
February 1970. If the stow aways survive takeoff, they can be crushed 
by the landing gear as it retracts into the wheel well. 

If the stowaway avoids being crushed, within about 25 minutes of 
takeoff, most passenger planes reach a cruising altitude of 35,000ft feet. 
The temperature outside the plane is approximately -54C, although the 
hydraulic lines used to deploy the landing gear emit heat, raising the 
temperature by as much as 20C. Still, -34C is cold enough to induce 
hypothermia. 



The air pressure at cruising altitude is around four times lower than 
sea level, which means that a person’s lungs cannot draw sufficient 
oxygen from the air. This will lead to hypoxia. 

If the stowaway somehow survives the journey, they will certainly be 
unconscious when the plane begins its descent. So when the plane’s 
landing gear extends on its final approach, usually within five miles 
of the runway, the stowaway will probably fall from the wheel well 
thousands of feet below. This is why the stowaways are sometimes 
found in south London, under the Heathrow flight path. 

reference (click here)

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/apr/15/man-who-fell-from-the-sky-airplane-stowaway-kenya-london






Tho bold in form and subject matter, the film finds its heart in a sequence of 
touching moments. From Bacardi’s life at home, to a cherished moment with 
the fallen men’s wife and daughter. I want to remind the viewer that at the 
heart of our film lies an infinitely nuanced story of love and resilience. These 
sentiments essentially make up the heartbeat of the story.

By virtue of falling into the subjective reality of our characters, we will surprise 
the viewer with unexpected moments of hyper realism. With vivid flashbacks, 
parallel story lines, dream sequences and dynamic compositions. The film 
ultimately finds its thread in a mysterious universal frequency vibrating 
throughout every fibre of every scene. 

All of these short moments combined tell a powerfully emotive narrative 
accompanied with a perfectly timed soundtrack, wallowing in heavy based 
melancholy, and obviously, our immense soundscape which embeds the clean 
and affective visuals into an almost tangible reality.











Finding the right cast for the film, developing their character 
and refining their performance is where I will dedicate most of 
my energy. Casting locally in both London and Johannesburg 
will be elemental in setting the film on the right tone.

In the casting process, it is my aim to create a bond of trust with 
the cast and to have their participation in the film be a cathartic 
and positive experience for them. 

Going thru the Identity Agency Group to assist in finding our 
London cast will help bring the highest quality actors to the fore 
and allow us to work with the vibrant community.

The desire is to, through a meaningful collaboration, render 
truer-than-true, naturalistic “performances” in which viewers 
will see themselves. 

Whether the cast relates to the story through an experience 
which summons grief or another but equally complex emotion, 
I want to work with them on bringing the journey to a place of 
universal truth. 

My aim is to make the film so incredibly precise and close to 
our casts’ experiences that, in turn, paradoxically, it becomes 
immensely relatable to all because of its undeniable  authenticity.

A bit more artistically inclined and sensitive than most, Bacardi is neither a dweeb, nor an 
athlete, nor a popular kid. He’s a normal boy growing up in London  — a highly relatable 
any-kid trying to make sense of things. 



Julius is a Mozambican man in his early thirties. From the first frame we realize 
this is a man that has lived many lifetimes. The things he has seen show his 
gaze, in his intensity. I aim to cast a man local to Soweto, someone who knows 
the ins and outs of the city and can bring a real authenticity to the charater.

Casting a real mother and daughter to play the leads in the “matchbox” house 
sequence will be primordial in grounding their chemistry directly within the 
rich and manifest reality of the film. Always gunning for the real and truthful, 
I encourage the "participants" to find the emotions by pulling from personal 
experience in order to bring life to the characters. 

Johannesburg, South Africa:







The film sees two key locations: London and the township of Soweto. 
Shooting in multiple environments allows the cinematic breath of the 
film to feel worldly and universal. All while immersing the viewer deep 
in the multidimensional plane of both cultures, the film transcends 
its locality and finds its common denominator in the sweeping lives 
of the characters, its inhabitants.  

The London sequence takes place in Twickenham, a borough of 
London west of Richmond. Most specifically the film will shoot in the 
ends of Winderemere house. An imposing estate located 400 meters 
below the flightpath to Heathrow Airport. I’ve been going back and 
forth, meeting the locals of Winderemere and have since created a 
strong rapport that’ll immeasurably inform the production.

LONDON ,  UK  
WINDERMERE HOUSE





SOWETO TOWNSHIP  
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA
Soweto is a large township south of 
Johannesburg located in the city's mining belt. 
Its name is an English syllabic abbreviation for 
South Western Townships. 

Sara Blecher and Rimi Raphoto's documentary 
Surfing Soweto (2006) addresses the 
phenomenon of young kids "surfing" on the 
roofs of Soweto trains, and the social problem 
this represents. 

Their film deeply inspired the atmosphere of 
Breaking NEWS and informed the tone of its 
backdrop.

On the airport sequence: I understand this will 
be a crucial part of the story and a complex one 
to achieve. To realize a genuine and realizable 
scene, we will wed footage of actual locations 
with VFX shots during the post production 
stage.











The soundscape maintains the rhythm of a shot, of a scene and of the piece. 
It gives the spectator the feeling that this is reality, that what they’re seeing 
carries all the elements of everyday life. 

A key part here is natural sound. It’s the TV reporting the news in the 
background. It’s this guy on the second floor who is repairing something 
in his apartment. He’s drilling. Then, there’s this telephone that rings that 
nobody has the time to answer. This helps a lot with the tension of the film. 
Equally, the thundering sound of aircraft engines will be felt throughout the 
London sequence. Using its mechanical roar will be vital to sustaining that 
tension.

I am very much attached to all of my sound coming from my shooting. If 
there’s a glass being broken in the film, I like to have the sound of that glass 
being broken. Also, we’ll take a lot of extra sound for the actors. Pretty 
often, we’ll do the same take with the actors without the camera, to get the 
sound safely and very clean.

Performance wise, I encourage the cast to speak in a very low voice while 
filming. I think that you are much more expressive when you talk softly. 
There are a lot of shades in the way actors tell their lines and a lot of subtext. 
It’s not what you say. It’s what you imply, and what you mean. A lot of context 
gets expressed that way. 

The edit will be technically VERY precise so all these elements connect with each other but feel organic 
and part of the visuals.





Most importantly, I’d like to expand on the narrative quality of the soundtrack. 

First we’ll use a truly London sound. A fusion of drill, dancehall and heavy based melodies. 
This sound seeps deep in the cracks of the culture, and explicitely brings about the LONDON we 
know up on the screen. 

Sometimes playing from a car radio, and subtly transporting us into the next scene. To right out 
dominating the soundscape, the gripping instrumentals will be crucial in defining the tone of the 
film. As well as situating the spectator in the adequate context. 

By and by, the musicality will lean towards more South African instruments, such as slit drums, 
shakers and the mariba. Transitioning from London’s heavy rhythms to a simpler tune. Quieter. 
Percussion led and more melancholic. This is part of the plot working towards catching the 
viewer’s immediate attention and immersing him and her into the moving reality of the film.

All while keeping the pace of the narrative largely supported by the progression of the soundtrack, 
tuning in the tonal quality of each milieu will help render the transition of locals evident and 
organic.







Along with thoughtful compositions, which carefully 
threads between etherial and naturalistic, this is where, 
conceptually, shooting on multiple formats takes its 
significance. 

Inter-wearing Super 16mm Film with sharp digital 
imagery, smartphone clips and drone footage nuances 
the everyday and articulates the character’s psyche. This 
marriage of formats helps to tap into the subconscious 
of the viewer via several means. Each working towards 
generating a visceral reaction, which in turn invoke one’s 
own memories of sharing a news story, or being at the 
center of it. 

Always capturing the bit of poetry in the normal and 
emphasizing it, all while evoking a subtle sense of looming 
danger, shooting on these formats affects the feel of the 
film tremendously of course, but also the approach of the 
filmmaking.

In some scenes this will mean rehearsing extensively 
with the crew and cast, while in others the method will be 
to call action for the participants to ‘act’, be fairly loosely 
and for a long period of time. 

On moments of hyper reality: For example, in the 
flashbacks: We’ll use lower frames rates to create a blurry 
effect acting like a memory. The sounds is felt sharp and 
clear, but the visuals are slow and blurry. As the film 
progresses we gradually and carefully incorporate floaty 
movement shot at 30fps for a slight oneiric feel. 

In three sequences, such as in the impactful opening 
scene, we’ll composite the clouds and fallen man in the 
VFX suite. With my collaborator Harry Davidson at the 
helm, and my great friend Karol Jurga behind the camera, 
we’ll use special effects subtly and fittingly so the visuals 
flow naturally  

Proceeding between being intimately close to the 
characters using long, compact lenses, to being around 
them like an omniscient spirit using shorter focal lengths. 
The framing always follows the emotion to a T.





The film will shoot in London for a period of seven days in the spring of 2023. And five days in Johannesburg. 
The small crew will consist of close and trusted collaborators for an intimate and loving set which will 
nurture a safe environment of shared vulnerabilities, for those in front of the camera as well as behind. 

The aim is to complete the film in the summer of 2023 and to then premiere at a top tier festivals. 
Subsequently, the film will be made available online for free in the late fall of 2023.

Targeted festivals include Sundance, BIFA,  Berlin, Cannes, Locarno, Venice and TIFF. Targeted online 
platforms include Vimeo, Le Cinéma Club, Nowness, Short of the Week, Booooooom and Directors 
Library among others. 

The story is the seed of a feature film idea that’s been growing in the back of my mind for close to a  
decade. 

Link to Production Schedule Document

P r o d u c t i o n  &  R e l e a s e

https://www.xavierdamase.com/breaking-news
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E n v i r o n m e n t a l  C o m m i t m e n t
Our ambition is to approach production safe in the knowledge that the only impact of the film will be cultural. My production 
team and I have worked on many projects where sustainability was actively on our minds. We have evolved to implement four 
methods to reducing waste from pre to post production. 

We aim to order only vegan catering for our cast and crew. Benefiting from whole grains, fruits, vegetables, beans, peas, nuts, 
and seeds all while providing sufficient amounts of fiber, iron, calcium, essential fatty acids and vitamins.

Zero plastic. This includes no straws, cups and correx for starters. This also means using biodegradable materials wherever 
possible, including utensils, shoe covers, bin bags and even coffee pods and tea bags. We also encourage the cast and crew to 
bring their own water bottles on set, to be filled and refilled. Any other waste will be kept to a minimum through recycling, and 
Albert recommended waste disposal suppliers.

Paperless production. We encourage everyone to use their smartphones, tablets and laptops on set. We also use the StudioBind 
app to centralize all the information from call sheets to production schedules, so we don’t need to print anything at all.

Green Travel. We prioritize using carbon-neutral taxis and electric vehicles. We encourage people to use public transport as 
much as possible. And any unavoidable carbon emissions from flights will be offset at the end of the production. 

Finally, we plan to set up a Carbon Action Plan early in the pre-production stage to actively find ways of reducing waste and our 
impact on the environment. Ideally, with the goal of being awarded the Albert Certification stamp, which we’d showcase in the 
film’s end credits. 



D i v e r s i t y  C o m m i t m e n t
We’re telling a meaningful story of love and resilience amongst those less recognized 
in cinema. Always working towards avoiding tropes and creating multidimensional 
characters, every lead role in the film helms from South African and/or East African 
decent. 

The film’s supporting roles, from Bacardi’s Mother and Sister to the fallen man’s 
Wife and Daughter, make the cast of our film fully gender balanced.

The narrative explores familiar themes of Injustice, Survival and the lengths of 
Human Ambition via a new and original lens. Through a mix bag of familiar and 
unfamiliar characters, the themes at the core of the event are explored thru grit 
and empathy. 

We’ve heard about stow away cases in the news papers in cold and factual terms. 
Our film tackles the subject humanly. It bridges their decision to flee their country 
to a logical, if uneasy resolution. And aims to encourage the viewer to engage 
with their struggle, to ask questions and to have the discussion about migration, 
quality of life and what they would do if put in such a situation –– whether it be from 
Bacardi’s dealing with a traumatic event or Julius’ having to make a life changing 
decision.

Commitment to inclusion throughout the recruitment process of the film, from cast 
to crew to heads of departments (composer; costume designer; editor; production 
designer and producer), will be of vital importance. My intention is for the majority 
of the team to helm from under-represented backgrounds, such as those from the 
LGBTQIA+ community, Black, Asian and other minority ethnic communities. It is 
equally our intention to meet a 50-50 gender balance in the recruitment process. 

Speaking from experience, I find that a multicultural and diverse set, where each 
member can freely bring their own life baggage to the shoot, immensely enriches 
the experience and by affect, heightens the quality of the film we’re making.

On this note, I’d like to stress my commitment to nurturing a positive tone and culture 
on set. By  setting the tone and making sure the team members respect each other 
and work towards the same common goal of making a great and influential film. 





F i n a n c i a l  P l a n

Based on our collective experience of working on ambitious 
projects, we’ve created two budgets that estimate the overall 
cost of the London sequence and Soweto sequence. 

Most importantly, we intend on being flexible throughout the 
development and pre-production stages. As we are committed to 
lowering costs where possible. And are inclined to accomodating 
financial insights into how to bring Breaking News to fruition in 
the most sensible manner.

Beyond investing our own money into the project and sourcing 
sums from independent financiers, we are currently applying to 
a number of funding opportunities, including the Arts Council 
England, BFI Film Fund, Genera Film, British Short Film Fund, 
First Flights and Shore Script amongst others. 

We are equally looking to benefit from as many favors from 
collaborators and friends as possible to help bring this passion 
project to the big screen.

We truly believe a story of this scope deserves a sincere approach and thus will necessitate 
a creative financial stragegy. 





L a s t  N o t e

Breaking News fits in the evolution of my body of work of the sincere examination of 
human empathy. While ‘Drogba’ was a focused look at a proud community, ‘Toast’ aimed 
at conveying every person’s need for self-realization. Building on the raw emotions of 
the former and the unadulterated big-heartedness of the latter, ‘Breaking News’ is but 
an attempt at locating the source of how certain events come to define who we are as  
moral beings.

Thank you for reading.

Xavier

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8HoEvDh70Y


t h a n k  yo u


